Nursery
Approach to
making
Techniques

-

Medium
Mixed
Media

By the
end of
this
year,
pupils
will be
able to

Painting

Reception

Work spontaneously and have an enjoyment for making/ creating
Sustain concentration and control when experimenting with tools and materials
Work purposefully, responding to colours, shapes and materials

Achieve

Challenge

- Cut out shapes
- Use sticking
materials to stick to
paper
- Create patterns
with shapes

- identify the
colours they are
using
- create
representations
using shapes

-Draw shapes and
forms
-Mark make with
mixed media
-Build up a
composition of
shapes and forms
-Fill shapes with
paint

-work over
previous work to
create layers

Artist
Matisse

Miro

Medium

Achieve

Challenge

Drawing/
Painting

-use single line pencil
techniques
-identify shapes and colours of
animals and people
-represent features of animals
and people

-use directional
brush/pencil marks
to represent
features like hair.
Feathers and fur.

Picasso

Digital media/
mixed media

-Begin to combine resources
with different colours, textures
and shapes
-Use imagination by selecting
food to represent another real
life object (Broccoli could be a
tree)
-Explore a range of materials
eg. Pasta, rice, veg, string,
fabric, tissue paper.

Warner

Painting

-Mix primary colours to make
secondary colours
-identify shapes and colours of
interiors
-use different sizes of brushes
-experiment with different
brush strokes
-organise natural materials to
create pattern
-create rubbings of natural
found objects
-

-Select and
manipulate to look
like something else
-Tell an adult/ friend
why they have
chosen specific
food.
-Use an Ipad
independently to
photograph work or
others work
Work at different
scales and speeds

-Organise natural
materials by their
colour to create art

Goldsworthy

Drawing/ 3D

Critically

Recognise and describe key features of their own work and other peoples work
To know that art, design and craft are made with purpose and skill by artists and that art is valued for particular qualities
Explain what they are doing when creating

Process and
evidence

Art work to be displayed around learning environment

Artist

Hodgekin

